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For pure practice at an unbelievable price, you can't beat the 10 Actual series. Each book
includes: 10 previously administered LSATs, an answer key for each test, a writing sample for
each test, score-conversion tables, and sample Comparative Reading questions and
explanations.[Pub. note: the cover art was updated for this book. The content is the same
regardless of the cover.]

About the AuthorThe experts at The Princeton Review have been helping students, parents, and
educators achieve the best results at every stage of the education process since 1981. The
Princeton Review has helped millions succeed on standardized tests, and provides expert
advice and instruction to help parents, teachers, students, and schools navigate the
complexities of school admission. In addition to classroom courses in over 40 states and 20
countries, The Princeton Review also offers online and school-based courses, one-to-one and
small-group tutoring as well as online services in both admission counseling and academic
homework help.
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Sandra, “Great Start for Studying!. If your like me and don't like staring at the screen for too long,
this is a perfect solution! You get 10  practice test that actually help you prep for the LSAT.”

Dolmanet, “Must have for LSAT takers - Take Practice Exams!!!. Taking practice tests has the
biggest ROI when it comes to getting into schools and scholarships. When 1-2 points can be the
difference in admissions, it is worth every penny to know these exams backward and forwards. I
would highly recommend taking as many practice tests with review as possible before taking the
actual test. These early exams are a great way to learn basic skills, format, and style without
burning through the recent tests.”

The LSAT Genius, “Useful at the Beginning. While it is true that the LSATs from the 1990s aren't
exactly like the recent ones (particularly since the comparative reading comprehension passage
is missing), it is important to understand that the LSAT has not fundamentally changed since the
June 1991 administration.1) The logical reasoning problems from the 1990s are often HARDER
than the current ones. Since the wording tends to be much clearer in the recent ones, it's more
logical to practice on these LSATs while you're learning your test-taking method and to refine
your method using the newer tests.2) Though some of the game types are more obscure, the
techniques you learn for the games in the 1990s are extremely useful for the logic games that
come later. If you're not sure what that means, an experienced tutor should be able to help you
with that.3) The reading comprehension passages are the least different from the recent
tests.Just like "10 Actual Official LSAT PrepTests", there are very good reasons to get this, if only
because it's smart to save the more recent tests for practicing closer to exam time.The LSAT
Geniusthelsatgenius.com”

Samantha O'Connor, “An Invaluable Test Prep Resource. The title doesn't lie: this book contains
10 full LSATs with answer keys. There are also short sections of tips and strategies. I honestly
found this to be the most helpful form of preparation, especially for the logic sections. I took each
test with a timer, to mimic test conditions, but it was great to have time to go back later and
review questions that I got wrong or didn't have time to answer. Knowing the correct response
and working backwards to figure out why it was correct was a great help, and by the 5th or 6th
test I was able to answer all of the logic questions in the allotted time. I don't know how else I
would have prepped for that if not with sample tests. This was the only LSAT resource I bought
and it was money well spent. Helpful hint: If you don't mark up the book too much, it's easy to
resell.”

Brea, “Good buy for study prep. Very happy with this. Has tons of pretests and I feel like I'm
being challenged like I would on the LSAT.”



BizzyB Official, “For testing only!. For an up coming class review. Keep in mind this is only test
book, not explanations on how to prepare for the test.”

K W F, “Decided to go to law school and the next LSAT's .... Decided to go to law school and the
next LSAT's were in a month. I only had four weeks to prepare and had been our of school for a
25 years. No test prep classes were available so I decided to try these books. After a few weeks
my averages on the practice tests improved to over 160. If you decide to try these just be sure to
review your wrong answers.”

LegallyBrunette, “Use it as supplementary material only!. You need to approach the entire LSAT
with the right mentality. The LSAT is going to beat you up mentally and emotionally and going
through test after test without having a very good grasp of required techniques/concepts will do
you no good. Once you have worked your way through LSAT prep books (e.g. Kaplan and
PowerScore) then start with OLDER exams and go through them UNTIMED. Make sure to
understand not only what you have done wrong but also whether your line of thinking was
correct for the questions that you got right. Once you have gone through the first 30-50 LSAT test
in this manner, then it's time to use book such as this one. SAVE THE RECENT TESTS for the
last month or two of your prep! Don't use these for your studies or you or going to lose precious
LSAT material. I used this to simulate the LSAT test environment and test my knowledge closer
to the test date and it was quite helpful.Hope this helps!”

Matt, “Useful learning resource.. Great help for studying for LSAT and is sold for much cheaper
than my university bookstore. Highly recommended for anyone who is thinking about taking the
test.”

steve, “LSAT study guide. delivers what it promises. if you want to do good on this exam you
need to practice actual tests. worth every penny”

MAHIN, “Helpful. I passed with good score”

Jake M., “Five Stars. Great condition and quality.”

The book by Suzanne M. Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 284 people have provided feedback.
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